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Graphene oxide (GO) provides a potential route to large quantities of graphene, is cheap to make in 

bulk and easy to process. It is also a starting point for further functionalisation to create chemically 

modified graphenes (CMGs) e.g. for use in composites, light-harvesting, or as sensors. Understanding 

the chemical and physical structure of GO is a necessary step in its controllable functionalisation for 

CMGs and potential complete reduction back to graphene. 

We will provide compelling evidence that GO, as produced by the Hummers' method, is composed of 

functionalized graphene sheets decorated by strongly bound oxidative debris (also referred to as fulvic 

acids), which acts as a surfactant to stabilize aqueous GO suspensions. We will also show that the 

physical and chemical properties of the as-produced GO are strongly influenced by this oxidative debris 

(OD).
1
 This OD-functionalised graphene complex appears to be indefinitely stable in water, but the 

removal of the OD can simply be effected with a base wash, whereupon the more highly functionalized 

debris dissolves fully into water, leaving a suspension of functionalized sheets. Careful independent 

weighing of the graphene oxide after washing, and the removed oxidative debris, shows that roughly a 

third of the mass of our as-produced graphene oxide can be ascribed to OD. The remaining graphene-

like sheets are oxidized, but at a much lower level than current models for GO suggest. The importance 

of the OD is demonstrated by the change in properties of aGO after its removal: unlike as-produced GO, 

the resultant base-washed graphene oxide is not easily suspended in water and is conducting.  

Our results suggest that models for the structure of graphene oxide need revisiting. The oxidative debris 

non-covalently attached to as-produced GO has important implications for the synthesis and application 

of CMGs, particularly where direct covalent functionalisation of the graphene lattice is required. 
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Figure. A diagrammatic representation of aGO; large oxidatively functionalized graphene-like sheets 
with surface bound debris.  
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